
 

The Emerald Heart Light 

- 13 Moons of Transformation -  

 

 

The 13 Features 

 This is an Emerald Heart School of Enlightenment Course. 

 Suitable for absolute beginners to advanced spiritual students. 

 Created and given especially for those who lead very busy lives. 

 Given through Guidance, this Spiritual Development course is simplicity itself. 

 You only need a minimum of a few seconds a day to bring the Light into your 

heart. 

 If you spend a little more time, then your transformation will be even deeper. 

 You will work with A New High Vibrational Liquid Light Essence each month. 

 You will work with The Earth Mother, Divine Feminine Energies. 

 You will work with the Heavenly Father, Divine Masculine Energies. 

 You will work with the gentle Feminine Power of the Moon. 

 You will be bathed in the Light of the Emerald Heart through 13 moon cycles 

over the course of 12 months. 

 There are 7 Teachers in 6 countries, speaking 6 languages offering support. 

 Plus, it is amazing value with a minimum investment! 

 



The 13 Benefits 

 

 This is a True Spiritual Development Journey. 

 It will open your heart. 

 It will expand your consciousness. 

 It offers the possibility of deep, inner transformation. 

 You will learn to understand and feel the power of Light. 

 You will experience Shamanic Connections with the Earth Mother Kingdom. 

 You will receive one bottle of High Vibrational ‘Liquid Light’ each lunar cycle. 

 There will be 4 opportunities to experience Emerald Heart Light Transmissions. 

 Each Transmission, the Light will take you deeper. 

 You will be offered mantras and meditations to deepen your experience. 

 As your heart opens, you will see the deeper truth of who you really are. 

 You may come face to face with your hidden potential. 

 A Private Facebook Page to share your experience with others on the course. 

 

 

  

  

What past participants are sharing about the Course: 

  

“The 13 Moons has helped deepen my spiritual life and practice, enabling changes that have 

been both subtle and profound. This year it is as though I have had someone (God I like to 

think,) knocking at my door and the knocking became louder and louder if I didn’t listen, with 

life becoming more challenging until I did. I think this was always the case but I hadn’t heard 

it so clearly before.  I now have a better understanding of the lessons I am being offered and 

once I have learnt from them, I feel a release, until the next ones arise or the ones I thought I 

had learnt come back in another way.  I have experienced a rollercoaster of emotions yet felt 

safe and nurtured throughout.   I feel a stronger connection to the earth, which is extremely 

comforting.”  

Phillipa 



“The 13 Moons course was fantastic, there were moments of happiness and moments of 

desperation and gloom but those moments always somehow seemed to pass. Each month as I 

became caught up in life it brought me back and kept realigning. The word that feels right is 

grounding. Thanks.” 

Andrew 

 

“There are many aspects of myself I have met on my first 13 Moons journey. For me this 

experience has been difficult, as I spent much of the year feeling unbalanced – caught 

between my resistances, my family stories, my hopes for a new future, my intense need for 

authentic self expression, and my fears to face in bringing all of this into awareness to release 

and move on. At times it has felt like prising my terrified and frozen fingers from off the cliff 

face they have been hanging onto for lifetimes. Yet aspects of my life also tell another story: 

letting go of a university post I no longer need to fulfill me, completely new resources 

materializing when I need them, new information and educational opportunities opening up, a 

deeper connection with Nature, the courage to risk new ventures, and my clients overcoming 

obstacles that were seemingly insurmountable, and a lovely energy in my home that people 

really notice.  Much of my old life has fallen away, though as yet I do not feel the work is 

anywhere near completed, and there is much more awakening to do. Maybe there always will 

be, but I have many moments when I feel joyful for no particular reason, for the opportunity 

to be myself in this lifetime, and everything around me sparkles.” 

Alyss   

  

“Participating in the 13 Moons of Transformation has been amazing. A lot of anxieties and 

fears and frustration have come to the surface. I now see that dissolving all this brought me 

closer to myself, which was what I asked for. The core of my being is more at peace. I have 

more patience and am able to accept things as they come (most of the time). I always used to 

say when bad things happened to me it would toughen me, which I saw as a good thing 

because I saw no other way to survive this life. Now I feel I am much softer. At the moment I 

feel more unconditional love for people around me, even though we may disagree about 

something or see things differently. I more and more want to show the world love… 

      I feel very supported by the Light and I am grateful for that. Due to the essences I’ve 

taken on the course I was able to get in touch with a fear hidden deep in my heart. A fear of 

life or perhaps a very strong belief that I had no right to live, let alone grow into a happy me. I 

now find myself wanting to do things that help me grow, looking forward to a bright future. 

Attending the 13 Moons of Transformation course has been the best investment yet in my 

life.” 

Corien 

 



Commencing the 13 Moons Spiritual Journey 

When the course begins, you will receive teaching about how it all works in line with 

the Universal Laws. If you want to have a look at the Emerald Heart in the meantime, 

you can review our website and blog at the following address. 

BLOG: www.emeraldheartlight.com WEB: www.emerald-heart.com 

 

About The Elders of The Emerald Heart 

The Elders are all spiritual teachers in their own right. They have been called forth by 

the Universe to lend their amazing gifts to The Emerald Heart School of 

Enlightenment. They have passed through many levels of deep inner transformation to 

be able to hold The Emerald Heart Light and bring it into the world through their 

highly developed hearts. For each Elder, there are many 

hundreds of people who could not walk this evolutionary path and you will find that 

their knowledge, experience and wisdom goes way beyond what most people have 

experienced in the world of healing and true spiritual development. 

The Emerald Heart Light provides a true spiritual path for those who are ready to 

really unlock the hidden secrets of their hearts. If you feel ready for this journey, we 

welcome you and look forward to seeing you develop as the light opens your heart. 

 

INVESTMENT in The Journey: 

Your Investment is UK £598.00. 

 Or Euro €795 

 Or US $880 

(If you have already completed the first Thirteen Moons course and would like to join us for a 

second cycle, please contact your practitioner to find out your special reduced rate.) 

(If you are an active Emerald Heart Practitioner please contact your Mentor to find out your 

special reduced rate.) 

Your investment includes all 13 bottles of Liquid Light, post and packaging. 

We Email your Guidance and Teachings each Moon phase and everything else you will need, 

including bonus lessons from time to time. 



This is a magnificent opportunity to bathe in the The Light of The Emerald Heart through 13 

moon cycles of a whole year for only pennies per day. What an amazing opportunity is given for 

you by the Universe that supports you. All you have to do is get on board and flow with the 

cycles of the moon. 

If you are already working with an Emerald Heart Practitioner, please sign up with them, 

otherwise contact one of the Spiritual Teachers, or Elders below: 

 

David Ashworth, UK, dave@davidashworth.com 

 

Tim Dyson, London UK, timdyson@talktalk.net 

 

Rosa Hultman, Tranås Sweden, hulta_rosa@hotmail.com 

 

Harriët Kroon, Amsterdam Netherlands, hello@harrietkroon.com 

 

Sephora McElroy, Munich Germany, sephora.mcelroy@gmail.com 

 

Ian Mills, Stockholm Sweden, ianmills61@gmail.com 

 

Lynne Shaw, New York USA, lynne1_s@yahoo.com 

 

 

With our Deepest Love and Blessings. 

The Emerald Heart School of Enlightenment 

 

Final date of registration: 20
th

 of March. 
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